
Transfer experimental data
1. Execute Filezilla, connect EIGER_191, EPU_1M,  EPU_9M, HPLC and 
UV.

1     password: TPS13A5780281

2     password: EIGER_PU

1

3     password: EIGER_PU

4     password: 5780281

5     password: 5780281



2. Drag the files to your folder.

EIGER_191:  parameter files “XXX002.txt”  contains upper stream I0 and 
frame time information. 
File name explanation: D82002.txt for both Eiger 9M (D82_master.h5) 
and Eiger 1M (82D_master,h5).

EPU_9M (or EPU_1M): Detector image files, need both XXX_master.h5 
and XXX_data_000001.h5 files

HPLC: .emdf = HPLC-UV files, .afe7=RI files

UV: Online UV data, needs only .spc files.
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Data reduction and evaluation
1. Execute 13A_SAXSDRK_v4-79.exe in your folder. (version number 
might change)

2. Beamline staff will fill in “Direct Beam Master File” and all other 
parameters for you. If not, hit “Parameter Reload”, it will load following 
two files “pSAXSpar.txt” and “tranpara.txt” in the same folder where 
this .exe situates and fill in the parameters you need. 

Parameter Reload

Note that it loads pSAXSpar.txt and tranpara.txt in the same folder.
Therefore, if you have two experimental conditions, say two different
sample to detector distances, please make two separate folders.
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3. Select 

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

Sample SAXS master file    It will automatically detect its “Total Frame 
Number” and shows on the interface. (where blue square marks)

Buffer SAXS master file

Sample Transmission master file
(Image of direct beam go through sample)

Buffer Transmission master file
(Image of direct beam go through buffer)

For protein solutions “buffer transmission file” and “sample 
transmission file” won’t differ much, so we use buffer 
transmission file for both file selection.

4
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4. Key in 

5

6

7

5

6

7

Output filename (less than 8 characters, do not use “space”)

Select “Output All Frames”.

Select NON/LINECUT/REJECT/COUNT depends on your exp.
condition.
NON - no specific ROI, counts all pixels on the detector.
LINECUT – use X1,Y1,X2,Y2, and half width to build a “linear” ROI
and counts only the linear ROI.
REJECT – reject the pixels listed in REJECT.dat in the same folder.
COUNT – count the pixels listed in REJECT.dat in the same folder.
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8

9

1311

8

9

10

11

Make sure this green light is on. (If it’s off, the program will only run
the upper half = transmission calculation) 

Uncheck this two boxes if you want the program to calculate 
transmission coeff. (Check this two boxes if you want to manually 
input transmission coeff)

Hit “Run”.

12

Wait for two progress bars finished and 1D-data showed up.

Examine 1D data.

6

12

13 Hit “Data Profile” to evaluate the data.
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14

16

17

14

15

16

17

It will automatically load the file name last used for “output all 
frames” in data reduction page, you can also select one of the .dat
file in the series of interest.

Check Auto q box to automatically find Guinier region. Uncheck this 
box if you want to manually key in qmin and qmax for Guinier region. 
Select “Data Sheet” to view the detailed data sheet. Select “KP Plot” 
if you want to check the KP Plots. 

Select online UV data file and hit “Run”.18

15

Check this box to automatically normalize all data by the frame with 
highest I0 (recommended).
Uncheck this box if you want to manually key in the frame number to 
normalize with.

Check this box to automatically determine the number of data points 
beam stop blocks to determine the guinier range to estimate Rg.
Uncheck this box if you want to manually key in the number of data 
points beam stop blocks.

18
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19 21

23

22

19

20

21

22

Shows the normalized UV spectra.

Shows the plot of Rg (green), I0-SAXS (red), I0-UV (white), right click on
the plot and select “Export” to export the data. Or check the “Data 
Sheet” box and hit run to view the details.

It will display the range of frames shown in the SAXS curve plot, hit 
“Run DAMMIF” to merge the plots and run quick DAMMIF to 
determine ab-initio shape. You can also hit the yellow button to 
merge the 1M data without running DAMMIF.

23

20

Key in a range of frame number of interest and hit “Show Only”, it 
will display frames in this range only (people usually pick frames with 
high I0 and stable Rg), if you want to add/remove some frames, use 
the “add”/”remove” buttons. 

Normalized I(q), check/uncheck the boxes on the right to find well-
overlapped frames. (See BioSAXS check list for more details) 
Use the magnifying glass tool if needed.
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24

28

27

26

24

25

26

27

Shows the 3D model.

Shows the Guinier region quality, 100% = ideal quality, 0% = unusable 
data, also shows warning for possibly aggregation.

Hit this to return to other data reduction pages.28

25

Shows the results of ambiguity test.

Display the merged SAXS data file name and PDB file name to help 
you find them in your directory.

An ATSAS SAXS data analysis 
window will also popped out, it 
contains two curves: the one 
with error bar (dark blue) is your 
SAXS data, the other one without 
error bar (light blue) is the 
DAMMIF fitting results. 9



29

29

31

We provide other frame binning options:
- Selected Single Frame (choose the frame number you saw on the 

SAXS curve plot on data evaluation page, it starts with 0)
- Binning sequentially for every “N” frames
- Binning for selected frames (choose the frame number you saw 

on the SAXS curve plot on data evaluation page, it starts with 0)

Select the mode you want to use and fill in the frame number or N.

Hit “Run”

30

10

31

30 Check this box if you want to merge the corresponding 1M data

32 Hit “1M DRK”, we can check on some options of 1M data reduction.
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11

33

35

It will automatically load the corresponding 1M sample and buffer 
SAXS files, you can change the frame selection here.

Hit “Run”

34 It also loads the same “sample name”, you can change the radial bins
to get different total number of data points. You can also change the 
sample thickness or transmission values, otherwise it will read the
value calculated from 9M page.

36 Hit this to display the listed .dat files

37 Hit these to return to other data reduction pages.

33

34

35
36

37



BioSAXS check list 
1. In Data Evaluation Page, find well-overlapped frames.

Avoid these cases:

You can find Guinier plot by scrolling down the data evaluation page

Left: Guinier plot
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2. Merge the selected frames by clicking “Merge selected and run DAMMIF”
(blue button) Or “Merge selected with 1M data” (yellow button) or…

Go to 9M DRK Page, select “Binning for selected frames”, then hit Run.
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3. Go to start menu, execute “SAS Data Analysis” 

Drag the merged data inside the window, 
select “Analysis”  “Distance Distribution”
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Adjust “Range” to avoid noisy part of data and “Rmax” to make a p(r)  
drop to zero smoothly (no oscillation) around Rmax, also make sure the 
reciprocal space curve (light blue curve) can fit the data (blue dots) well.

Reciprocal space

Check p(r) Rg matches with the Guinier Rg, then hit “Save”, the generated
*.out file can be used in many ATSAS softwares.

Check Rg



Appendix A: 
How to build the reject (ROI, region of 
interest) files 

1. Execute 13A_SAXSDRK_v4-79.exe in your folder. (version number 
might change)

2. Hit “Parameter Reload”, it will load this two files “pSAXSpar.txt” and 
“tranpara.txt” in the same folder where this .exe situates and fill in the 
parameters. 
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3. Hit “Regions”

4. This window will pop out, it shows the current REJECT.dat file (black 
regions). Change “No. of targeted regions” and Hit “Build Reject File” if 
you want to build a new one.

“No. of targeted regions”
means the number of 
rectangles/sectors needed to 
construct your reject file.
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5. A ROI constructor window pops out, choose the magnifying glass tool, 
move the cursor to the image, hit “Shift” on your keyboard to make it 
zoom-out tool and click on the image a few times to zoom-out. 

6. Use the rectangle/sector tool to select the region of interest, hit 
“OK”, then select next part in the next popping out window. 
The number of window pops out = “No. of targeted regions” 

Be patient…it 
might take some 
time to load the 
image.

The program will 
generate a reject 
file called 
“REJECT.dat” in 
your folder.
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Q&A
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Q1. Can I use certain frames in a master file as buffer image?

Ans: Yes, please scroll down the 9M DRK page, click on the red light to 
make it green, then you can start to select your special buffer collection.
Once done, hit “Run” to start the data reduction pross.    

Q2. What to do if the data reduction page freeze?

Ans: Follow the instruction on the error messages if there is any. If still 
freezes, try restart the data reduction page (close the window and 
restart 13A_SAXSDRK_v4-79.exe). Contact us through the webcam 
system if the problem remains unsolved.


